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　　Abstract　　The f ield of DNA computing emerged in 1994 af ter Adleman' s paper w as published.Henceforth , a few scholars solved

some noted NP-complete problems in this w ay.And all these methods of DNA compu ting are based on conventional Watson-Crick hydro-

gen bond of doublehelical DNA molecule.In this paper , w e show that the t riple-st randed DNA st ructure mediated by RecA protein can be

used for solving computational p roblems.Sequence-specific recognition of double-st randed DNA by oligonucleot ide-di rected t riple helix

(t riplex)formation is used to carry out the algori thm.We present procedure for the 3-vertex-colorability problems.In our proposed proce-
dure , it is suggested that it is possible to solve more complicated problems w ith more variables by this model.

　　Keywords:　DNA computing , 3-vertex-colorabili ty problem.

　　I t w as w ell know n that DNA computing w as

firstly presented in Adleman' s paper[ 1] , af ter w hich

the field of DNA computing emerged.Henceforth , a
few scholars solved some noted NP-complete problems

in this w ay , such as Lipton[ 2] .In his paper , he

showed how a large class of NP-complete problems

could be solved by encoding the problem in DNA

molecules.After this , Ouyang et al.[ 3] presented a

molecular biology-based experimental solution to the

“maximal clique” problem.Befo re long , the notion of

computing by 3-Dimensional DNA structure w as

firstly proposed by Jonoska et al.
[ 4]
.Liu et al.

[ 5]
de-

signed a DNA model system where mult i-based en-
coding strategy w as used in a one-word approach to

surface-based DNA computation.No t long ago ,
Braich et al.[ 6] presented the solution of a 20-variable
3-SAT problem based on Sticker DNA computing

model.And this computational problem may be the

largest yet solved by nonelect ronic means , though all

these methods of DNA comput ing are based on con-
vent ional Watson-Crick hydrogen bond of double-heli-
cal DNA molecule. Naturally , sequence-specific
recognit ion of double-st randed DNA by oligonu-
cleo tide-directed t riple helix (t riplex)formation al-

ways produces t riple-st randed DNA.For homop-
urine/homopy rimidine triplex structures recognit ion

of the third strand occurs through the majo r groove

by formation of Hoogsteen-type o r reversed Hoog-
steen-type hydrogen bonds betw een the bases of the

oligopy rimidine or oligopurine third strand and the

purine-rich strand of the duplex target
[ 7]
.During ho-

mologous and general recombination in Escherichia

coli , this unique formation is alw ay s mediated by Re-
cA-protein.Since triple-stranded DNA can be formed

readily at any location in double-stranded DNA with a

homologous deoxyoligonucleotide in the presence of

RecA-protein[ 8—10] , we w ill explo re the possibility

and feasibility to compute by this unique structure.

In this paper we propose solutions to a famous

NP-complete problem , the 3-vertex-colorabili ty prob-
lem.Firstly , we w ill describe the formation of RecA-
mediated t riple-st randed DNA structure.Secondly ,
we describe our approach for solving the 3-vertex-col-
orabili ty problem and present the detailed biological

procedure.In the end we discuss the potential merit s

and draw backs of comput ing by RceA-mediated
t riple-st randed DNA structure.



1 　 Formation of RecA-mediated triple-
stranded DNA

Triple-stranded DNA structures have been pro-
posed as intermediates in the st rand exchange reaction

during homologous recombination
[ 9 ,11]

.And the for-
mation of this unique st ructure is alw ays mediated by

RecA-protein.It plays a central role in bacterial ho-
mologous recombination.Previous observations have

show n that RecA-protein w ill form stable complexes

w ith oligodeoxyribonucleo tides (ODN)in the pres-
ence of ATPγS , and that such a stable nucleoprotein

filament is active in homologous pairing and promo tes

formation of stable triple-stranded DNA struc-
ture[ 11 ,12] .In the first step of fo rmation , RecA-pro-
tein binds ODN or ssDNA in the presence of ATPγS.
The resulting protein-DNA complex , called nucleo-
protein filament , searches for homology on a dsDNA

target.This search is fast and does not appear to in-
volve base pair opening[ 13] .When homology is

found , RecA aligns ssDNA w ith a duplex target and

forms a synaptic complex , composed of RecA and the

three DNA strands(Fig .1).A molecular model of

such a DNA structure has been calculated and denoted

the parallel triplex o r recombinant , R-form DNA[ 14] .
It accommodates tw o identical DNA sequences in the

third st rand and the duplex target , designated by

Zhurkin R(recombinant)and W (Watson)strands ,
respectively , in a parallel orientation.The comple-
mentary C (Crick)st rand forms conventional Wat-
son-Crick hydrogen bonds with the W strand.In the

proposed model the R strand lies in the major g roove

of Watson-C rick duplex.

Fig.1.　Format ion of Rec-A mediated t riple-st randed DNA.

The current interest in t riple helical DNA arises

f rom i ts potential in diagnostic and therapeutic clinical

applications , such as sequence-specific drug target-
ing , DNA cleavage , mutagenesis and artificial gene

regulation
[ 12]
.Recently , this unique DNA structure

w as used to isolate some DNA variants and detect

SNP[ 15 , 16] , and in this w ay the sequence-specificity
of RecA-mediated t riple-st randed DNA fo rming was

demonst rated.Now , some properties of this unique

st ructure inspire us to explo re the possibility and fea-
sibility of computing by i t.

2　Solution of a 3-vertex-colorability problem

Let G be a graph w ith vertices V and edges E.
The graph G is 3-vertex-colorable if there is a surjec-
tive(onto)function f :V ※{a , b , c}such that if tw o

vertices v , w ∈ V are adjacent (connected by an

edge)then f(v)≠f(w).The n-colorability is de-
fined similarly.This is an NP-complete problem

which has been addressed befo re[ 17] .Here we present

a solution to a simple example of 3-vertex-colorability
problem.In Fig.2 , the graph is 3-vertex-colorable.
For example:in F ig .2 , the 3 color g roup w as{1},
{2 ,4}, {3 , 5}.If w e presume that the vertex 1 is

red , we will get tw o right solutions.To represent all

possible color assignments to the vertices , the 3-color
assignments to each of the vertices 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 are

represented by three distinct 30-mer ODN se-
quences—one for a vertex colored Blue (B), B i(i=
1 ,2 ,3 ,4 , 5), one for a vertex colo red Yellow (Y ),
Y i , and one for a vertex colored Red(R), R i .Each

of the 3
5
possible solutions is represented by a 150 bp

dsDNA library sequence whose template consists of

the ordinal concatenation of one sequence representing

one vertex-color (B i , Y i , or R i).And these se-
quences(B i , Y i , or R i)are also used as probes to

separate the library sequences.

Fig.2.　A 3-vertex-colorable graph

The corresponding sequences are generated to

represent B i , Y i , and R i(i =1 ,2 , 3 ,4 ,5).Synthe-

sizing the probe st rands and full library st rands on au-
tomated DNA synthesizer in the w ay that Braich et

al.described
[ 6]
, then the procedure of the algori thm
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starts:

Step 1:Mix and incubate the probe st rands and

RecA protein in a reaction mix ture which contain

ATPγS.Thus , the nucleopro tein filament will come

into being.

Step 2:Mix the first couple of probes (B 1 ,
B 2 —RecA pro tein complex), which represents that

both of the two adjacent vert ices—1 and 2 are colored

Blue , w ith the full library st rands.Then some triple-
stranded DNA structures w ill form.The probes were

selected according to the adjacency matrix of the

g raph in Fig.2 , and they contained all the informa-
tion of the graph.

Step 3:Separate the products f rom Step 2 by gel

electrophoresis.Ex tract the st rands that contain only

one probe and do not contain t riple-st randed DNA

structure.Then deproteinizing these strands , the de-
sired library strands are acquired.

Step 4:Repeat Step 2 and Step 3 w ith each of

the remaining 20 couples of probes , which represent

that two adjacent vertices are same colored.There are
7 edges in this graph , so there will be totally 3×7=
21 couples of probes.At the end of Step 4 , all 21

couples of probes have been applied to separate the li-
brary strands.So the f inally acquired library st rands

are the solution strands.

Step 5:Extract the final strands , PCR-amplify ,
and “ read” the answ er.The solution st rands are

B 1Y 2R 3Y 4R5 , B1R2Y 3R4Y 5 , Y 1B2R 3B4R5 ,

Y 1R 2B3R 4B5 , R 1B2Y 3B 4Y 5 , and R1Y 2B 3Y 4B5.

The algorithm is based on the fact that the li-
brary st rands representing tw o adjacent vertices in the

same colored include the strands representing all the

unfeasible solutions.And the procedure of this algo-
rithm is illust rated in Fig.3.

Fig.3.　Schemat ic diagram of the DNA solution to 3-vertex-col-

orabilit y problem.

3　Discussions

In the above proposition , ow ing to the stability

of nucleoprotein filament and double-st randed DNA ,
secondary structure forming of probes and library

strands w ill be prevented.Compared to other DNA

computing methods , interprobe and interlibrary

strand hybridization cannot happen.Thus the erro rs

in computation w ill decrease.Because of this , the

coding complexi ty w ill decrease too.

Although we believe that the biological procedure

described is theo retically feasible , lit tle specific exper-
imentation is needed to confi rm this proposition.In
the procedure of solution to the problem , the tech-
niques are available in common molecular biological

labo ratories.And w e think i t is considerably feasible.
However , there are some problems , fo r example , in
the biological procedure of solution to 3-vertex-col-
orabili ty problem w e do no t clearly understand how

the RecA protein and triple-st randed DNA complexes

move in gel electrophoresis w hen the strands are sepa-
rated.Theoretically , by using capillary electropho re-
sis technique desired sequences can be ext racted.And

specific experimentation should be carried out to clari-
fy i t.Although the coding complexity is expected to

decrease , the deg ree of sequence-specif ic recognit ion

betw een nucleoprotein filament and doublestranded

DNA is not very clear.If it is clarif ied , some new

coding st rategies should be adopted.Furthermore ,
the ef ficiency of RceA-mediated triple-st randed DNA

structure fo rming should be w ell characterized and

understood.

Both the po tential merits and draw backs of com-
puting by RceA-mediated triple-stranded DNA struc-
ture are obvious.And the potential meri ts of comput-
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ing by triple-stranded DNA structure are att ractive.
Specific biological experimentation is needed to vali-
date this new DNA computing model.Maybe unex-
pected questions w ill emerge w hen relevant experi-
mentation is being carried out , and these questions

w ill be answ ered w ith the development of labo ratory

techniques.In this way computing by t riple-st randed
DNA structure will be implemented and improved.
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